Mini Pull

Gather your supplies:
3 toilet paper tubes, 6
tissue paper colors (cut
into 2x7 rectangles),
ribbon (for top and
bottom of each tube),
tissue paper squares,
candy, scissors, tape,
glue*

Take one square that
you just cut. Tape it to
the bottom of a toilet
paper tube. We will
work on one tube at
time. Repeat these
steps for each tube.
Cut into each fold up
to the tape. You are
fraying the edges of
the tissue paper
rectangles. Do this for
each color.
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Cut the large tissue
paper pieces into
squares. These are the
tops and bottoms of
the pinata.

Now take one 2x7
rectangle of each
color. Fold in half (the
fold should be at the
bottom). Run tape
along the top of each
strip.

wrap one of the colors
(pull the rectangle up
with the tape still
attached). Continue to
barely overlap each
color going up the
tube.
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When you get to the
top, and your last
color, just tuck the
tape into the top of
the toilet paper tube.
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Put in about three
pieces of candy, as
well as some confetti
(cut little pieces from
your other larger
tissue squares).

You now have a loop
for hanging the pinata!

Using a glue stick,
apply glue around the
top of the toilet paper
tube. Press a square of
tissue paper onto the
top and let it dry. Cut
away the excess.

Grab the larger piece
of ribbon and tape one
end to the inside of
the tube. Tape it good!
You could use glue as
well. Repeat with the
other end of ribbon.

Finally, loosely tape
the shorter piece of
ribbon to the bottom.
This is the pull for
your candy to drop!

